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ANALYSES OF MEASURES OF SF4REGATION

AND DESEGREGATION

erles Clotfeiter

14Introduction

Purposes of the Sttd*

Various quantitative measurer Are used to measure the extent of

segregation, the rate of desegregation, and the consequtnces of desegrega

tion. Thete measures have, with respect to changes in opportunities

for interracial contact, had important implications for the allocation

of federal program funds, the funding of efforts to correct civil rights

violations, and assessments of the effectiveness of alternative desegre-

gation strategies.

This report examines the Meaning and utility of several different

desegregation-related measures relevant to federal policy and technical.

assistance. Its objectives are:

1. To identify various quantitative measures that are used and

might be used in making decisiont in desegregation policy at

the federal level;

2. To describe the characteristics of alternative measures that

might be used for the same purpose.

3. To provide some bases for improving the assessment at both the

federal snd local level of the consequences of desegregation

efforti. Assessments of local effectiveness have been relevant

not only to the deterMinitiOn of fund allocation under ESAA but

to the provision of tezhnical assistance under Title IV of the

Civil Rights Act (CRA); While the responsibility for funding

daiegregition efforts once funded by ESAA has been transferred

to the states since thii report was commissioned, fund 41loca-



tions at the state leveli as well as state enforcement activities, will

probably rely on status measures such as those discussed in this report.

Thrree tyres of measures are examined in this study:

1. Measures relating to the degree of racial isolation (or

"racial balance") in a district.

2. The reduction of racial isolation measure used in deter=

Mining the al/ocation of 'ESAA funds.

3. Measures assessing the consequences of white flight or

"resegregation."

The analysis is baSed n four methods of inquiry:

1. Review of the 'relevant literature.

2. Examination of the application for ESAA funds to determine

procedures used by local governments.

3. Interviews with feddral and local officials who employ theii

measures.

4. Siftlation, where appropriatei of the use of different

measures to deMonstrate the different conclsions that might

be reached if one measure rather than Another was employed.

School Segregation

tutz2Lti-Lol

This section ditcusset alternative measures of school segregation and

desegregation. Part A outlines the motivation for such measures. Part B

diatinguithes two major types of indices. .Part C compares the indices in

more &tail, using a hypothetical school district for illustrative calcu-

lations. Part D extendi this comparison to show the effetts of modifying

school racial compositions in various wars, and Par E conc3udes the

section.
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Why Measure -Seg-regationl

A greet deal of scholarly work has been devoted to the development

and testing of various, ways to measure segregation. As will be noted

below, such activity has important uses in academie research and policy.

But not the least among the reasons for all the work in this area is the

existence of good data on the racial composition of residential areas

and schools, enabling researChers to test and use their indices;

Researchers have found that it is quite useful to have a single tea=

sure of segregation. The attempt to measure segregation using a single

index has similarities to other attempts to measure complex distributions

with one number; Inevitably, a great deal of information is lott in such

a measure, but the concomitant benefit is simplification. It is important,

therefore, to weigh the gains in simplification against the information

lost. In addition, it is useful to explore the characteristics of various

measures.

It is possible to distinguish two uses of segregation indices. FirSt,

they may be used in Scholarly studies of race relations, urban economics,

or education. Oneprincipial application is to measure the degree of "racial

isolation" experienced by thdividuals The second major use is in the

evaluation of public policies to reduce segregation. Segregation indices

may be used direCtly, as with ESAA, and OCR, in the allocation of budget

tutds;

lh measuring school segregation, the notion of racial isolation has

particular riliVinet. BUt Whit is meant by racial isolation? Does it

apply to minorities only, or to all students? It "isolation" a continuous

dichotomous state? Assuming it applies to all students, one might
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express ihe aggregate amount of racial isolation in a school district as

I sw

where Nk is the nuMber of students in school type k and lk is the amount of

racial isolation in school type k. On the other hand, "racial isolation"

may refer only te minority students, who may be isolated from the majority

population.

Figure 1 depicts several possible racial isolation functions in which

some index of isolation (seriousnesa) is plotted against racial composition.

Figures lA and 1D imply that schools with racial compositions above or

below a certain level are defined as "isolated" and others are acceptable.

This dichotomous breakdown does not allow for gradations in the degree of

isolation. The other functions do allow for gradations, however. As will

be seen below, these functions have their counterparts in segregation

Indices;

Leaving aside the question of continuous or dichotomous measures, what

point* should be used in determining what schools are subject to isolstionT

If isolation measures psychological dr goctill damage from bail se Grated

from the mainstream of society, Should the limiting points No

be defined in terms of the district, the larger urban area, or the nation?

IS a black student in an all=black school in Boston any mmte isolated than

a black student in an all-blank school in WaShington? If the answer is Yes,

other measures of isolation ought to account for the racial composition of

the district in defining "isolation." This implies that isolation and

segregation ought to be measured relative to overall racial composition.

:No Midomelditee
Ont could divide up the indices used to measure school Segregation

and desegregation into two groups: absolute and relative. Absolute indicei

S
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measure the actual degree of racial contact, proxiMity or isolation ob-

served in school enrellMent patterns without any regard to the overall

ratial makeup of the school distritt. For example, if "racial isolation"

is defined as schools with less than 5 percent or more than 95 percent

minority enrollment, then one absolute measure is the proportion of stu-

dents in such schools.

Relative measures account for the fact that isolation is more difficult

to avoid in diStrictS with very high or very low proportions of minorities.

One could argue that it is unfair to use the same measures of racial

isolation for example, in both Washington and in Minneapolis, where the

proportions of minority students differ widely. Relative measures of

desegregation thus focua on how well mixed students arei with complete

racial balance as one extreme and complete segregation as the other. While

not every district can have desegregated schooli based on an absolute

standard, any diatrict in theory can have racially balanced schools. A

number of the relative measures have corollary measures in the absolute

measures and are of the form:

Absolute measure

Maximum absolute measure

If the absolute measure has zero as its minimum, the relative measure is

bounded by sett and One tor 100 percent). Table 1 lists is ntber of

indices of each type that have been used or suggested.

0* tap-taxi variety of relative indite* suggesttd by Pugh and others

(1978) is an Offettw.beiell index. This index relates school segregation

to residential segregation. Instead of using complete racial baIanie as

the only reference point, it introduces the existing degree of resi-

dential segregation as a constraint with 016 16611 school official*

101
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Table 1

List of Selected Segregation Indices

Absolute

1. Percentage of Minority students in schools with 902a or more minority

enrollments.

2. Percentage of students in schools with more than 902 or fewer than

10% minority students.

3. Exposure - the racial composition in the average minority student's

school. 4

241

t (%

i
where Mi * minority enrollment in schotl

ZW-* percent non-minority in school

* total minority enrollment

(The comparable non- minority index may be

defined analogously.)

Relative (For all, 0 * no setegation; 100 * complete segregation.)

1. Ptrcentagt of minority students_in schools with minority percentageS

over 20apoints higher than the district average. (Compares to

absolute index 10

24 Pireentage of students in schools 20b or more percentage points frOM

the district average;

3. Segregation Index;
Iix

1 - DI - ZW

where g NM * percent non -minority in the district and MX is

defined as above.

4. Dissimilarity Index

S. Concentration Index

CI L/5000

where L * area between diagonal line and Lorenz curve,

Where theLorent curve is the graph of cumulative minority

enrollment against cumulative non-minority enrollment.

6 Effort index

4. obviously other pereentagis may be used (e.R., 95, 50, etc.)

b. again, other percentages can be used.
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must deal. While it is not an absolutely binding constraintracially

balanced schools are possible where neighborhoods are segregated--resi-

dential patterns suggest one dimension of the difficulty of school desegre-

gation. The more schools are desegregated "beyond', the level of neighbor-

hoods, the greater the cost of desegregation in terms of transportation

time and cost, perhaps parental concern, and usually political resistance.

In addition, given recent Supreme Court decisions setting limits of the

extent of Constitutionally-mandated desegregation, this index may have

some role to play in court cases.

A Comparison of Several-Maior Segregation-Indices

There have been a number of detailed analytical comparisons of alter-

native measures of school segregation.* In this section, we will attempt

to illustrate and compare some of the best-known indices and several others

that are less well-known. In order to illustrate the differences among

the indices, a hypothetical school district is used for calculations.

Table 1 lists a number of absolute and relative measures of school

segregation. Among the absolute measures, the percentage of students (or

minority students) in schools within given racial composition ranges has

been one widely-used way of measuring segregation. These measures correspond

to the dichotomous concepts of racial isolation, as shown in Figure IA and

IB. The third measure, called here the "exposure rate," is the:percen-

tage of another race encountered by the average member of a given racial

group. A reduction in racial isolation would be indicated, for example,

by a reduction in MX from 35 to 30 percent assuming the overall composi-

tion of the district remained unchanged. The calculation of this index

neei for example, Zoloth (1976) or Dziuban (1980).



may be illustrated by using the data given for a hypothetical school diS.-.;

trict in Table 2.

MX = [163(43.2) + 81(54.2) + 321(62.2) + 158(82.4) + 88(89.1)] / 811 = 64.4

The average minority student thus goes to a sChotil that is 64.4 percent

non-minority. The comparable measure for non-minority students is calcu=.

lated as WX = 23.7i implying that the average non-minority student attends

a school that has 23.7 percent minority enrollthent.

The need fOr relative measures of segregation is apparent in theSe

calculations; since the success a district has in balancing its schools

is a function not only of its exposure rates but also of the maximum

achievable exposure rates. The first two relative measures listed on

Table l attempt to take into account the district's overall racial mix by

defining isolation in terms of deviations from the mean racial composition.

The second index can easily be illustrated for the example in Table 2.

The percentage of students in schools more than 20 percentage points away

from the mean (over 46.9% or under 6.9%) is 9.5 (School I). By comparison,

42.1 percent of all students attended schools 15 percentage points away

from the mean and 70.3 percent attended schools 10 points either side of

the mean.

The third relative measure compares the calculated exposure rate and

the corresponding overall racial percentage, in effect measuring the per-

cent of the maxi-tun exposure achieved. This ratio is measured by the

desegregation ifidei (DI):

_ WX_ MX
DI =

2W XIS

where NM and WX are exposure rates for minority and non-minority students

and %NM and %M are corresponding percentages. In order to make this a



Table 2

School Enrollment in a Hypothetical District (Baseline Case)

Enrollments

School Minority Do-Minority Total (T) Percent

(V) Minority

163

2 81

3 321

4 158

5 88

Cumulative Percent

Minority on-Minority

124 281 56.8 20.1 5,6 20,1 5.6

96 177 45.8 10.0 4.4 30.1 10.0

529 850 37.8 39,6 24.0 69.1 340

139 891 17.6 19.5 33.5 89.2 61.5

717 805 10.9 10.9 32.5 100.0 100.0

Totals 811 2205 3016 26.9

VX ' 23.7 (Percentage minority encountered by average non-minority,)

1= DI i 11.9 (1 minus desegregation index;)

D 35.1 (Dissimilarity index.)

CI m 42.0 (Concentrati6n index.)
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measure of segregation, that is, assign a value of 0 to complete racial

balance, this measure is subtracted from one. For the example in Table 2,

this index is calculated:

- DI WX 1 23.7 s 11.9.

-1%M 26.9

This can be interpreted as, "Thit district has achieved all but 1199 per-

cent of the maximum possible exposure betweeh minority and son- minority

students." This index is referred to below as the segteptibb Index;

The DiStitilarity Index may be calculated as:

D

where and refer to minority and non-minority enrollments in school

and M and W are dittrict-wide enrollments; (Values of M-IM and LAI are

given in the Appendix under the Baseline Case.) This value is 35.7 for the

example, interpreted as meaning that 35.7 percent of minority students

would hive to be moved to other schools for there to be racial balance

in the district.

A fifth relative index is one not commonly used to measure segrega

tion, but one commonly used in economic applications. This measure is

based on a Lorenz curve and is referred to here as the Coneentration

Index; The Lorenz curve is calculated by, first, ranking all tChdols by

percentage minority, starting with the most predominantly minority sChOOl.

Then the Cumulative percentage of minority and non=.minotity enrollmenti

are graOhed together; giving information such as, "The 30 percent of

minority students in the most predominantly minority schools go to school

with only 10 percent of the district's ufiltes;" These cumulative per=

centages are graphed in Figure 2. The concentration index is defined as



Figure 2
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the shaded area divided by the area of the entire triangle. The mor4

unequal the distribution of minority and non-minority students, the more

closely the shaded area will correspond to the triangle. In the hypo-

thetical district described above, this index is 42.0, implying that the

shaded area is 42 percent that of the triangle.

A final relative measure of segregation is the Effort Index, as de=

veloped by Pugh et al. (1978). Instead of comparing actual racial mixing

with maximum racial mixing in the dittritt. the Effort Index compares

actual racial mixing in schools with the racial mix of neighborhoods. (If

the schools are more segregated than the corresponding neighborhoods, a

district gets a poor score. Conversely, if the schools in a district are

less segregated than the neighbortihodt, a good effort score is achieved;)

One way of illustrating this kind of index using the Lorenz curve would

be to compare LOtent curves for the schools and for neighborhoods. If

the school curve is cloter to the Oleg-6nel, a good score is obtained.

Although this is an innovative attempt at measurement, there are

several problems with the measure. Firini the calehlition of neighborhood

segregatieti==like school segregation -- depends on the size of the unit of

observation. Unlike SChoolt, however, neighborhoods are not well-defined

and statistical units such as census tracts are arbitrary; Thus the stan-

dard of comparison -- neighborhood integration==i6 subject to arbitrary defini-

tions. Seetitid, if one uses school district attendance zones as neigh borhoods,

data collection will be a major problem. Not only are attendance zones

and tracts not coincident, but census diti are available only every decade.

Comparison of Relative-ludiom

Because they may be compared between districts with different racial-

compositions, relative indiees are preftYable to absolute indices for most

applications. In order to analyze the eharacteriftics of various relative
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indices, calculations were performed for several cases 'based on the hypo=

thetical district described above in Table 2. Comparimg these concrete

examples Matti it possible to illustrate general characteristics of the

indices. In the diSCUSSion that follows* the benchmark is the situation

shown in Table 2, referred tows Case I. For each of the other cases,

the racial composition of schools are altered according to some rule.

HOWeVer, the total enrollment in each school is assumed to remain the

same as that given in Table 2, since total enrollments in each school are

presumably limited by the school's capacity.

In Case IA, the racial compositions of schools 2; and 3 (those with

the largest propOrtions of minority students) are evened, as are the

compositions of schools 4 and 5. Although compositions are only partially

evened, it would be fair to say that some desegregation had occurred.

In deed, thiS is evident from the decline in the Segregation Index from

11.9 to 10.4 and the decline in the Concentration Index from 42.0 to

36.2 (see Table 3). However, the Dissimilarity Index doet not change at

All. ThiS illustrates the feature, previously noted by Zoloth (1976),

that the Dissinilarity Index is a function only of the number of stu-

dents attending schools with compositions above and beim, the district

mean. The composition of those schools on either side does not affect D.

Another way to see this is by observing, as Duncan and Duncan (1955)

showed, that D is simply the vertical distance between the Lorenz curve

and the diagonal line, as shown in Figure 3. Since in both cases 69.7

p.retit of minority students go to sChools with 34 percent of nontinority

students, the vertical distance does not cbange While this relationship

shows why D and the Concentration Index come out so close, it is cer-

tainly a weakness of the Dissimilarity Index that it does not reflect

oranges such as that between Cases I and 11)
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Case-1A

Description: Racial compositions of schools 1, 2, and 3 are balanced

together and schools 4 and 5 are balanced together.

Result:

SthoOl M W T M2

123 164 287 43.0

2 76 101 177 43.0

3 366 484 850 43.0

4 130 767 897 14.5

5 116 689 805 14.5

Totals 811 2205 3016 26.9

WX 24.1

1 DI 10.4

5.7

CI, 36.2



Table 3

Comparisons of Segregation Index

Calculations for Hypothetical Cases

1 - DI
(Segregation Index)

D andel of
Dissimilarity)

Cl (Concen7
tratiou Index)

Percentage of
students attend-
ing racially iso-
lated schools,
defined as:

a) outside
202 of mean
percent
'minority
(over 46.90
under 6.9)

b) outside
152 of mean
(over 41.9;
under 11.9)

c) outside ±
102 of mean
(over 36.9;
under 16.9)

X6

IV IB I IA 1f all

62.1 34.6 11.9 1044 2.6 2.2

85.2 35.7 35.7 35.7 21.2 15.6

87.8 57.5 42.0 36.2 24.8 16.1

100.0 36.2 9.5 0 5.9 0

100.0 36.2 42.1 43.6 5.9 0

100.0 36.2 70.3 100.0 - 34.1 28.2

21
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Comparisoms of Lorenz Curves
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A further example will illustrate this weakness more graphically. Case

IE retains the total enrollment of minority students in schools above and

below the district average but segregates those schools within each Croup.

The result is one all-minority school and one school with fewer than 2

percent minority etudents, Becaute the number of both groups of student*

does not change between achools above and 'below the average racial composition.

the Dissimilarity Inir does not change. Yet segregation is clearly in-

creased, as indicated by the increases in the other two indices. A major

weakness of the Dissitilarity Index is, thtreforea that it measures only

one aspect of the distribUtion of school racial compositions. Although it

normally moves with other indices, it can be "fooled." It would not be

impoisiblei for example, for a district to increase actual segregation in

its schools While leaving the Dissimilarity Index unchanged.

Cases IL III, and IV are variants of the 'baseline ZIA* I. ette-II

simulates a limited attempt to desegregate schools hypairing 60661i 1 and

5 and balancing their teCial competitions. As shown in Table 34 the values

of all indices decline, indicating desegregation. *Never, it should be

emphasized that the amounts of each decline are not comparable. The Seg-

regation Index declined 78 percent of its: original value while the Dissim-

ilartty Index and the Concentration Index both declined only 41 percenti,

Figure 4 shows the Lorenz curves for cases The desegregetiom akAlevad

by Ease Il's pairing is shown by the dotted line lying Closer to the digOti41

than the line for ease i. Case III simulates a more complete desegregation

effort, in which two sees of schools are palved. The result is that four

schools have racial compositions within a percentage point of one slumber

And the fifth is sons 14 percentage points away. Th4 Segregation bidet

shows this as almost completely desegregated, With an index of 2.2. While

D and CI are 15.6 and 16.1, respectively.
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UseT.13

DnAttiptI00: Segregation is increased by eateitebtrating rintnity StUdenti

In sch001 1 and non-minority students in school 5.

School M W Z minority

1 287 0 287 160;0

48 129 177 27.1

230 620 850 27.1

4 233 664 897 26.0

5 13 792 805 1.6

Tottis 811 2205 3016

M a 35.7

WI 17.6

I- DIe346

CI w 57.5

24
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Case II

Description: Only schools 1 and 5 are paired and racially balanced.

Result:

School W T Z X

1 66 221 287 23.Z

2 81 96 177 56.8

3 321 529 850 37.8

158 739 897 17.6

5 185 620 805 23.0

Totals 811 2205 3016 : 2649

26.2

1 D1 * 246

D * 21.2

CI a 24.8



Cage III

Description: Schools 2 and 4 are paired and racially balanced in

addition -to schools 1 and 5 (Case IB).

Result:

School H W T Z14

1 66 221 287 23.0

2 39 138 177 22;3

3 321 529 850 37.8

4 200 697 897 22;3

5 185 620 805 23;0

Totals 811 2205 3016 26.4

MX No 26.3

1 DI 2.2

D 15.6

CI i016;1
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Case_17

Description: Official segregation: all minority students in schools 2,

4 and 5-are sent to school 3 in exchange for equal numbers

of non-minority students.

Result:

Saba ii W T 2 M

1 163 124 287 56.8

2 0 177 177 0

3 648 202 850 36i2

4 0 897 897 0

5 0 805 805 0

Totals 811 2205 3016 26i9

WX 10.2

1 .= DI 62.1

D 85.2

Cl 87.8

27
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FinaIIyi a deliberate increase in segregation is simulated in Case IV.

All minority students are transferred out of three schools. This results

in the expected increases in measured segregation. Again, D and CI are

about 20 points higher than 1 -DI. Clearly, one should not make too much

of the percentage changes in any index, however, for the magnitudes of

such changes differ significantly among indicet.

Conclusion and Evaluation

Figure 5 presents a summAry of four segregation measures for the six

cases described in section D. As the cases are arrayed from "Most" to

"least" segregated; two of the indices (1=DI and CI) fall throughout and

one fallt or renains constant (0). The fourth index, the percentage of

students in schools more than 15 percentage points from the mean racial

composition, generally falls except for one upward tick from Case IB

to Case I.

Based on these simulations and the previous work of others, we can

make the following observations about commonly-used measures of school

segregation.

1. Absolute measures of segregation may be most useful in determining

behavior (e.g., White flight) or damage (e.g.i dui to segregation),

but they are impractical for policy purposes because they do not

control for the overall racial composition of school districts.

2. Relative measures of segregation have the following properties

in common: they assign a value of 0 to racially balanced schools.

Aside from those points of agreement, they may differ markedly.

For example:

a. The Dissimilarity Index is unaffected by Changes in school

compositions that leave unchanged the number of minority

29



Figure 5

Index Calculations for Five

Hypothetical Cases

_

Concentration Index (CI)

Dissimilarity /Met (DI)

Segregation Index (1-DI)

Percent of students_in _

schools outside 4. 152 Of
average percentage minority

25
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and non-minority students in schools above and below the

average percent minority.

b. The Dissimilarity Index and Concentration Index are quite

close, although the latter index does not havt the weakness

noted in 2a;

c. Both CI and D tend to be higher than (1-DI) for any given

racial distribution. This is true not only in the simula.=

tions shown here; but also in the calculations done by

2oloth (1976), as illustrated in Table 4.

3. All of the relative indices use racial balance as the "ideal" on

which an index value of zero is based. As Cortese, Falk, 6

Cohen (1976) note; however; this may not be an appropriate point

of comparison. They argue, instead, that desegregation ought to

correspond to a random assignment of all students; yet a random

assignment would normally lead to measured segregation, because

it would not likely produce a perfectly even distribution. For

example, their figures imply that in a school system with 100 stu-

dents per Sabol and an overall racial composition of 20 percent

minority that * random assignment would be expectee to produce a

Dissimilarity Index of 9.9 (p. 632). The Segregation Index (1=DI)

would most likely yield a much smaller value, though it also would

be positive.

YrIconclusion; this assessment points up several important problems with t

popular Dissimilarity Index; Although it is veil- known; comparatively easy

to calculate and easy to interpret, the Segregation Index (1 AU) appears to

be better. Not only is the Segregation Index; which is the measure employed

by the Office for Civil Rights, also easy to t*Wittt and interpret, it
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Table 4

Segregated Indices for

Selected Districts in

1972

D 1-D1

Bittinghth 76;1 65;2

Los Angeles 68.8 56;0

Hillsborough Co;; FIorlia 18,1 4.0

Atlanta 80;2 61.8

Chicago 79;9 68;9

Louiralle 80.3 71;0

Baltimore 82.2 69.4

Boston 70;8 58.3

Detroit 74;5 60;4

Jackson 38.7 18;1

NW York City 67.2 48.9

Source: Zoloth (1976, pp. 294 -298).
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appears to be more sensitive to changes in effect 'ye segregation. The

Concentration Index appears to be superior to the Dissimilarity Index in

its sensitivity to changes and its ability to be illustrated, L bough it

is somewhat more difficult to interpret.

I. Con uting__the"_Effective Net Reduction" in Racial

Isolation-in-the-Award_of-ESAA_Funds

Introduction

Criteria for allocating ESAA fundsinclude a ranking within categories

of school districts in terms of the amounts of reduction in racial iso-

lation that their plat will aehieve; In early 1980, the previous forMula

was altered to eliminate bias against dittriett With large minority popu-

lations. Our analysis indicates that this Change achieved some of its

objectives, but that a more direct measure will eliminate bias in the

existing system;

Ambiltulties_inDefining_"Racial Iso1atio'"

The problem addressed by the new formula for measuring the reduc-

tion in "racial iiolation" was to not unfairly penalise a certain group

of districts. The notion of reducing "racial isolation" implies that it

is better to have minority students in sane. with non-minority students

than in All=sinority schools. Beyond that, however, there are any number

of indices thst will measure the severity of racial isolation. The Addindui

to this section presents a comparison of three ouch indices: a dichoto-

moue index; what we will call the WPRN (Notiti of Propoted Rule Making)

index used in ESAA decision making; and a minority exposure" indii.*

Although they differ in the precise Weight* given, all of these indices

*Thie Add-that is repetitive to a large extent of this discussion

in the previous section, _We_inClUde it here on the assumption that the

section of this paper might interest different readers, and thus shOuld

stand on their own.
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tend to 6pov a reduction in racial isolation when minority students are

coved from predominantly Minority to predominantly majority schools;

A serious problem with any indii of thit sortincluding the ESAA

index --is that it tends to penalize districts which have large minority

populations and experience increases in the overall proportion of minority

students. A district With 10 Otto:int minority students can have all of

its minority students in schools with lits than 50 percent minority

enrollments, but this is impossible for a district with a 60 percent

minority enrollment. In detiding how to compare the reduction in racial

isolation of various districts, hoW can these changes beyond the control

Of the districts be controlled for?

The TWO-Index Solution

The solution arrived at in the new ESAA ranking formula is to calculate

what amounts to both a percentage and an AbteilUte change in weighted minority

enrollments and to use the average of the two retuning tanking. This

solution seems to be based on the observation that large school districts

have experienced the largest pettentage increases in minority enrollments

and are thus most severely disadvantaged by the NPRM method of calcula-

ting reduction in racial isolation.

While thit correction may tend to approximate a solution to the

inequity of imposing an unaltered NPRA index, it focuses on the wrong

variable and thereby will tend to create other' inequities. It is not the

tire differentet in dittritti that are the problem, but rather the dif=

ferences and changes In overall racial compositions across districts. If

WO districts have the same number and racial composition of schools and

eaeh imposes identital desegregation plans, their ner=0011 reduction

in racial isolation Will be the tame no matter what their relative :nes
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Are. Size has no place in the evaluation of reduction in racial Isola-

tion.

Simulation

In the simulation below. a simple example of two 'line -sized districts,

one of wtich has an increase in minority enrollments, is presented.

Base-Case. Consider two districts, each of which begins with ten

schools and identical racial compositions.

Initial Enrollments in Districts_l_+-2

(1) (2) (3) i (4) (5) (6) (7)
Enrollment Percent NPRI(

School Notinaritr Total Minority 14-ight 12)--X-(6)-

1 98 2 100 98 0 0

2 96 4 100 96 0 0

3 85 15 100 85 .2 17

4 70 30 100 70 .5 35

5 50 50 100 50 1.0 50'

6 40 60 100 40 1.0 40

7 10 90 100 10 1.0 10

8 2 98 100 2 1.0 2

9 2 98 100 2 1.0 2

...../.. _21.. _10 2 1.0 2

Total 455 545 1000 138

The WPM index is .347 (158/545).

Time__Two. Between the base year and the second observation of each

dietriet, both districts desegregate by exchanging 100 minority students

from the highest percentage minority schooli (schools 1 + 2) with 100

majority students from the lowest (schools 9 and 10). In addition,
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schools ih district 2 experience an increase in minority enrollments equal

to 10 percent of the original minority enrollment in each school. The

resulting enrollments are shovn in the next two tables;

New Enrollments in District 1

(Desegregation; No Change in Overall EnrolliientS)

(1)

School

(2) (3)

Enrollient
(4) (5)

Percent
Minority

(6)

111414

Weiem.

(7)

(21_1_(f!Minorqy WonMinoricy Total

1 48 52 100 48 1.0 48

4 2 46 54 100 46 1.0 46

3 85 15 leo 85 .2 17

4 70 30 100 70 .5 35

5 50 50 100 50 1.0 50

6 40 60 100 40 1.0 40

7 10 90 100 10 1.0 10

8 2 98 100 2 1.0 2

4 9 52 48 100 52 .9 46.8

10 52 AL. 00 52 .9 46.8

Total 455 545 1000 347.6

Tha new NPRM index for district 1 is .764 (347/455), a change of +.417.
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-Ww_Ehroliments In District 2

(D etegregation; 10 Percent Increase in Minority Enrollments)

(I)

School

(2)

itim

(3)

-M no

(4)

Total

(5)

Percent
Minority

(6)

NPRH
Welkin

(7)

(2) X (6)

1 58 52 110 53 .9 52.2

2 56 5A 110 51 .9 50.4

3 94 15 109 86 .2 18.8

4 77 30 107 72 .5 38.5

5 55 50 105 52 .9 49.5

6 64 60 104 42 1.0 44.

7 11 90 101 11 1.0 11.

8 2 98 100 2 1.0 2.

9 52 48 100 52 .9 46.8

10 52 48 100 52 .9 46.41_

Total 501 545 1046 360.0

The new NPRM index for district 2 is .719 (360/501)6 an increase of only

+.372. Although both districts pursued identical desegregation places;

the measured decrease in racial isolation in district 2 is 141456 merely

because of demographic Changes beyond the control Of district 2. chile

one could agree that racial isolation was indeed greater In ditttitt 26

the motivisticai behind the new ESAA strategy obviously is that it would not be

fair to penalise district 2 for changes over which it had no control:

Attempts to correct these MK ehingos for the change in overall

racial composition were not successful. Noweveri an application of the

Desegregation Ind** (DI) discussed In Section II does provide a way to

correct for the change in overall racial composition. Define Di MX/UM

where MX is the minority exposure indes Wined in AddiadUA And is the
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proportion of non-minority students in the district. The following table

summarized the calculation of this index for these two districts.

Desegregation (DI) Index Calculations

Base Case District 1 District_2

/CIC .227 .227

2W .545 .545

C .58 .58

District 1 District 2

.425 .405

2W .545 .521

.22 .22

After Desegregation

DI

In other words; this index successfully accounts for the differences in

demographic experiences between the two districts. If this index were

employed for the ESAA program; it would be unnecessary to introduce size

into the decision process in order to achieve an equitab: rule.

Conclusion

The simple simulation above is a short-hand way of illustrating what

a more elaborate analysis would also ahoy:

1. increases in minority enrollments and decreases in non-minority

enrollments will tend to show up as an increase in racial isolation;

holding school policy constant,

2. there is no simple way to correct the Mei sethod for such

changes; and

2. the use of a minority exposure index tan successfully correct

for changes in the overall racial composition.

These conclusions suggest that districts should be ranked in terms

of the effort made to desegregate not by the present ESAA two-index

"'solution" but by the Desegregation Index (DI).



ADDENDUM

A Comparison of Three Measures of the

Reduction in Racial Isolation

This appendix considers three indices-. each of rich assigns more weight

to minority enrollment in "non-isolated" schools than in "isolated" *Cheat.

Firet; a diChOttisont measure night define schools with 50 percent or more

minority enrollments as "radially isolated." The index of progress in de-

segregation would then be the percentage of minority student& in nOt=isolated

itheible (0 = 502 minority). A second measure might establish degrees of

racial isolatiO between 50 and 100 percent minority, as the Notice of Pro-

posed Rule Making (NPRM) method does. According to thit method minority

enrollments in predominantly minority schools are weighted according to

racial COMptitition. For example* minority enrollments in schools 951 MI=

nority receive no weight; sChools 70 = 74.92 receive 0.5 and schools 502 or

less receive full weight. Figure 1 compares the first two methods in

their Weighting of various degrees of "racial isolation." A third measure

of desegregation progreii i4 the so-called "racial exposure" index;

In this case. the minority ea,osurt-index_is defined as

the prOptirtitin non- minority in the average minority student's sehoolt

MX = E
I
£ (M)

1

Where Ni and iii are the number of non-minority and alnority students in

school i And Where :Wi is the percentage of non-minority students in sada

i. The weights implied by ehis oeuvre for various racial compositions ere

ihOWfl in F404446. Whereas the first two methods give equal weight to
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minority enrollments in all schools with over 50 percent minority popu=

lationt, the minority exposure index gives weights in proportion to the

non-minority population. All three methods imply that a minority student

in a 99 percent non-minority school is less racially isolated than one in

a 99 percent minority schooli but each assigns different weights to racial

compositions in between.



Figure 6

Comparison of Three Measures of
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IV; Desegregation; Resegrsgation-and-Net_lenefits %er Time

One dilemma faced by poliCMakers concerns the trade -off between the

benefits of school desegregation and unintended consequences; Such as

"white flight:" Desegregation is pursued because our society hie diterMined

that there are benefits that arise out of contact between minority and other

children; that is, out of the elimination of "racial Empirical

work on "white flight" his shown; however; that many whites try to leave or

avoid desegregated schoo!s. This avoidance not only leads to the 'resegre-

gaticie Of schools, but it may also result in increased residential segregation

in urban areas. The purpose of this note is to present a simple Model for

considering these costs and benefits of desegregation over time.

Figute 7 presents a hypothetical graph of net benefits of racial

contact in sChbOlt over time; where the official date of school desegregation

is year t*. In this graph* the net benefits of racial contact in the district

are assumed to increase dramatically it the year of desegregation. In succeeding

yuird these net benefits fall due to resegregation. The net benefit of school

desegregatiOt itself.is the vertical distance between the net benefit carve

and the dotted vertical line; showing the net benefits existing bent* or

in the absence of) the desegregation activity in year t *.

As long as the desegregation benefit line is higher than the dotted line;

desegregation is clearly i Success because it has Increased net benefits to

society. But what if the desegregation net benefit line crosses under the

dotted no=dettgregetion curve; as shown in Figuree? The curves in Figure 8

imply that the net benefit' following desegregation are actually lower after

year t*, than they would have been in the absence of desegregation activity.
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In this"case; it is necessary to compare the extra benefits that dettgregation

offers over the no-dessgregation (indicated by area M) againet the extra costs
(indicated through year t". by the area Wan this sense; desegregation may

in principle be evaluated as are other long=liVed public policies and projects;

Following this analogy; one can define the present value of net benefits

from desegregation as:

V = PV (Bt Bo) 14
T

t = 1

B_ - B
t o

(1 4. (1)

where Bt and B
o are the net benefit& of racial contact with and without

desegregation and r is the rate of diecount.

This simple analysis points up five important questions that must be

considered in taking such an evaluation:

1. Whit is the benefit of racial contact in the schoold? Whether this

benefit is expressed in dollars or in terms of some other refer-elite

good; thit is a fundamental question. If society places no Value

on racial contact; then desegregation would obviously not be worth

Any costs;

2. What are the-Additional costs associated with desegregation? Meat

might inClude the costs of trinipotgation; administration;

diaruption; A complete analysis would require that these costs

"be expressed in units comparable to the benefits above;

3. Zott school desegregation affett the number of whites in a district

and the degree of residential segregation in the letil housing

'market?
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4. What are the benefits of residential desegregation?

Si How shoUld costs and benefits in future years be compared to

costs and benefits today, i.e., what is the rate of discount?

A Model of-Desegregation_eni White Flight

In order to give these questions a concrete application, I present below

a simple model of deSegregAtion and white-response. Consider a district with

a constant minority population of students and a variable
number of whites.

The proportion of whites in the district (W) is determined by the number of

whites in the dittritto which is in turn a function of the extent of desegregation

(D). Desegregation affectc the desired proportions of White* in the district,

that is, the percentage of the dittrict composed of whites who want to

remain (W*):

w* * W*(D) (2)

An increase in desegregation is assumed to reduce this desired proportion of Whites,

but the actual white percentage changes slowly due to the difficulty of moving,

and transferring schools and to the lags in the construction of new housing.

The actual white percentage is assumed to adjust incrementally towards the

desired percentage, as given by a partial adjustment model:

- V an a (W * - W
t t- t t = 1)'

(3)

where W and 1
V-
t

are the white proportions in year t and t - 1 and S is a

-

constant, D < s 1.

The benefits of racial contact are expressed as a fundtiOn of the

extent of detegtegetion and the proportion of whites in the distritt:

B * B(D, W),

47
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Racial contact for minority students rises With both D and W, thus both

derivatives are assumed to be positive. Combining equations (2) and (4)

and differentiating yields the effect of desegregation on the net benefits

of racial contact:
dB dwe,

(tor) 3'0),
aD (5)

where B'(W *) and, V(D) are partial derivatives of benefits with respect to

W* and D, respectively. The partial effect of desegregation, B'(D), is of

course, positive, but because (dW * /dD) is negative, the sign of the

entire expression is ambiguous. If the induced white flight is great

enough, the long-run effect of desegregation may be detrimental;

In order to be more specific, consider the following rewritten model:

W* iDS

Wt
Wt=i -

s(W*
Wt=1)1

3-
t
= OD('

t

(6)

(3)

(7)

where D is the extent of desegregation assumed to remain constant after

the "year of desegregation" and g, p, and q are parameters. Desegregation

will increase the net benefits of racial contact in the long run if q * gp,

since the elasticity of B with respect to D [combining (6) and (7)] is

(q gp). In other words, as long as the benefit received from the extent

of desegregation exceeds the joint effect of the loss of whitesi desegre-

gation will have positive net benefit in the long run;

In order to examine the pattern of benefits over tithe, however, it is

necessary to consider all three equations. For the purpose of simulationi

assume g q p 2 and s .I. The batter value implies that only I0

percent of the desired charge in percent white takes place in a year.
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Finally,4assume the following starting values:

D - 0.5 (before "desegregation")

D * 0.75

a 40

W - 80
O

Equation (6) implies that the increase in desegregation from 0.5 to 0.75

results in a new desired percentage white:

W* * 40/.75 - 53.3

The Actual percentage white one year after desegregation is:

W- * 80 + .1 (53.3 - 80) * 77.3

The benefit of racial contact Increases froth 3200 [(80)2 (.5)) before

desegregation 4481 [(77.3)2 (.75)) after one year of desegregation.

Table 1 hummr 2es these simulated changes, and Figure 2 graphs the net

benefit figures.

It is clear in this example that desegregation produces positive net

benefits in the early years after desegregation but that whit losses over

time serve CO diMihiSh racial contact until benefits fall beneath the no-

desegregation level at the end Of eight years. [It is worth noting that

Rossell (1978) finds that desegregation has net benefits for a similar

period.) Nov, Can we say that desegregation is or is not worth the costs

in this case? The answer to this question depends on the rate of discount.

If present and future benefits are treated equally*, that is, the discount

rate is zero, the present value of the stream is simply the sum of the

(8-
t
= Bo) tittS, WhiCh will be a negative nueber (specifically, minus

infinity); However, thik stream appears to be positive at the same

*We ignore inflation by expressing all figures At constant dollar

amounts.
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discount rates. For example, a discount rate of 4 ;08 yields a pre-

sent value of $2211 after 10 years, while smaller discount rates will

produce less favorable results, larger rates Will produce more and more

positive results.

This model and simple example serve to illustrate that desegregation

policy may--or may not--be worthwhile when the long term costs of

resegregation are taken into account. The answer must depend on the

determination of the responsiveness of whites to desegregation, the

benefits and costs of desegregation itself, and the proper discount rate.
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Table 3

Simulated White Enrollment and Net Benefits

for Hypothetical Example

45

Year H

Percentage=Whites

Desired Actual

(W*) (Wt)

Net Benefits from
racial contact

Bt -
o

Previous 0.5 80 80 3200 0

1 0.75 53.3 77.3 4481 1281

2 0.75 53.3 74.9 4208 1008

3 0.75 53.3 72.7 3964 764

4 0.75 53.3 70.8 3760 560

5 0.75 53.3 69.1 3581 31

6 0.75 53.3 67.5 3417 217

7 0.75 53.3 66.1 3277 77

8 0.75 53.3 64.8 3149 - 51

9 0.75 53.3 63.6 3034 -166

10 0.75 53.3 62.6 2939 -261

11 61.7 2855 -345

12 60.9 2782 -418

13 60.1 2709 -491

24 59.4 2645 -555

15 58.8 2593 -007

16 58.3 2549 -651

Long run

S
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